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Abstract
Online social networks (OSNs)
constitute a breeding ground
for the spread of several risks
and threats to privacy and
security affecting life quality
regarding information security
and civic participation in data
production [1].

Building a malicious behavior detection browser add-on
§ A novel framework has been developed to detect
bully and aggressive users various attributes, i.e.,
user, text, and network based
§ The proposed methodology evaluated by a corpus of
1.6M tweets, showed that machine learning
classification algorithms can efficiently detect users
exhibiting bullying and aggressive behavior, with over
90% AUC [1]

Aiming at protection of minors
from malicious actors in OSNs,
a browser-based architecture*
was designed and deployed,
leveraging the latest advances
in usable security and privacy.
Some of the methodologies
that were used to develop the
add-on, which aims to identify
users' profiles for detection
and prediction of malicious
online behavior, are presented
herein.

Fig. 1. The ENCASE architecture
*https://encase.socialcomputing.eu/

Fig 3. Architecture for a high-accuracy
hate speech classifier

Fig. 2: Pipeline of abusive detection process

§ Α unified deep learning classifier has been proposed,
aiming at predicting hate speech in OSNs [2]
§ This classifier was tested in multiple Twitter datasets with
high performance and one gaming dataset in a plug and
play fashion, showing the potential to easily generalize its
use into other platforms
§ A methodology for annotating a large scale dataset of
inappropriate speech was proposed on a 100k labeled
Twitter dataset shared openly with communities [3]

§ 40,000 suspended accounts from Twitter were used as seeds to
collect their neighboring sub-graphs from a complete graph of
50 million users
§ The connected components of the formulated sub-graphs were
calculated using the Tarjan algorithm and their connectivity
was measured using k-core decomposition
§ Green component: strongly connected core, red: peripheral
nodes, black: disconnected nodes (malicious)
§ The largest connected group of the red component constitutes
Fig. 4. Twitter graphs and social bridges
the “social bridges” - linking malicious to honest users [4]
Table 1. Precision and recall scores on § The Perverted Justice dataset was exploited, with the
predators and victims
purpose of identifying predator behavior in chat
conversations
§ The predators’ and the victims’ posts were analyzed
separately
§ Both textual information and affect/sentiment scores were
exploited with the purpose of training and evaluating an
One-Class SVM model which was used to distinguish
between predators and victims/friendly conversations
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